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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At Boston’s Logan International Airport,
travelers at one international boarding gate will
be surprised that they are being told to stop
before what looks like a sophisticated camera.1
But it’s more than just a camera—the device
compares each traveler’s face to a Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) biometric database
to verify her identity and flags as many as 1 in
25 travelers for further scrutiny. These face scans
have been deployed at eight other airports, too.2

In Atlanta, Chicago, Las Vegas, Miami, New
York City, Houston, and Washington, D.C.,
travelers departing on certain international
flights have their faces scanned by DHS. If DHS’
current plans are executed, every traveler flying
overseas, American and foreign national alike, will
soon be subject to a face recognition scan as part
of this “biometric exit” program (see Sidebar 1).

Figure 1: A man waits as his face is scanned at Logan Airport in Boston prior to boarding a flight to Aruba. (Photo: Boston Globe, all rights reserved)
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This sophisticated biometric screening system
could cost up to one billion dollars.7 Congress has
already created a “9-11 Response and Biometric
Exit Account” to fund a biometric exit program
in that amount.8 Yet, curiously, neither Congress
nor DHS has ever justified the need for the
program. Congress never provided a rationale for
it. For its part, DHS says that airport face scans
are designed to verify the identities of travelers
as they leave the country and stop impostors
traveling under someone else’s identity. But DHS
itself has repeatedly questioned “the additional
value biometric air exit would provide” compared
with the status quo and the “overall value and
cost of a biometric air exit capability,” even as it
has worked to build it.9

DHS should not be scanning
the faces of Americans as
they depart on international
flights—but DHS is doing it
anyway.
DHS’ biometric exit program also stands on
shaky legal ground. Congress has repeatedly
ordered the collection of biometrics from foreign
nationals at the border, but has never clearly
authorized the border collection of biometrics
from American citizens using face recognition
technology.10 Without explicit authorization,
DHS should not be scanning the faces of
Americans as they depart on international
flights—but DHS is doing it anyway.11 DHS also
is failing to comply with a federal law requiring
it to conduct a rulemaking process to implement
the airport face scanning program—a process
that DHS has not even started.12

Making matters worse, the face scanning
technology used by DHS may make frequent
mistakes. According to DHS’ own data, DHS’
face recognition systems erroneously reject as
many as 1 in 25 travelers using valid credentials.13
At this high rate, DHS’ error-prone face
scanning system could cause 1,632 passengers
to be wrongfully delayed or denied boarding
every day at New York’s John F. Kennedy ( JFK)
International Airport alone.14 What’s more,
DHS does not appear to have any sense of how
effective its system will be at actually catching
impostors—the system’s primary goal.15
The privacy concerns implicated by biometric
exit are at least as troubling as the system’s legal
and technical problems. As currently envisioned,
the program represents a serious escalation of
biometric scanning of Americans, and there are
no codified rules that constrain it.16 It may also
lead to an even greater and more privacy-invasive
government surveillance system. In addition,
the program may hasten the development and
deployment of privacy-invasive commercial
technology by the airlines and technology
vendors participating in biometric exit.
For now, DHS is moving forward with this
expensive program. But Americans should
consider whether it would be wiser to abandon
DHS’ airport face scan program and invest those
funds elsewhere. If the program is to proceed,
however, then at a minimum:
•

DHS should justify its investment in face
scans by supplying evidence of the problem it
purportedly solves.

•

DHS should stop scanning travelers’ faces
until it has completed a federally required
rulemaking proceeding.
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•

DHS should stop scanning the faces of
American citizens as they leave the country.

•

DHS should prove that airport face scans
are capable of identifying impostors without
inconveniencing everyone else.

•

DHS should adopt a public policy that
prohibits secondary uses of the data collected
by its airport face scan program.

•

DHS should provide fairness and privacy
guarantees to the airlines with which it
partners.

In addition, in service to their customers, airlines
should not partner with DHS in the future to
conduct biometric screening of their passengers
without first ensuring that DHS does all of
the above, and without obtaining transparent
and enforceable privacy, accuracy, and anti-bias
guarantees from DHS.

Figure 2: A traveler has his face scanned as a Customs and Border Protection agent provides instruction. (Photo: Associated Press, all rights reserved)
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SIDEBAR 1:
WHAT IS BIOMETRIC EXIT?

“Biometric exit” is a program that DHS operates that uses biometric data—data about a
person’s body—to verify travelers’ identities as they leave the country. DHS initially tried to
use fingerprint-based verification systems. These, however, disrupted traveler flow through
airport terminals and were time-consuming and labor-intensive for administering personnel.3
Under the latest iteration of the program, DHS has turned to face recognition.
Prior to departure of an outbound international flight, DHS prepopulates its “Traveler
Verification Service” (TVS) with biometric templates of all travelers expected on the flight.4
Upon reaching the airport gate to board the plane, each traveler is then asked to stand for
a photo in front of a camera. The camera transmits the traveler’s in-person photo to TVS,
which compares it against the biometric templates on file. TVS then either confirms that the
traveler’s face matches the on-file biometric template(s) for an expected traveler—and creates a
“biometrically verified exit record” for her—or rejects the traveler’s face as a “non-match.”5
If the traveler is rejected by the system, her credentials will be checked manually by a Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) agent, or she will be subjected to another biometric check, such
as a fingerprint comparison.6
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II. FINDINGS

A. BIOMETRIC EXIT IS A
SOLUTION IN SEARCH OF A
PROBLEM

A review of the biometric exit program’s history
reveals that Congress never provided a rationale
for it. DHS now claims the program is designed
to detect a particular type of fraud defined in this
report as “visa overstay travel fraud” (see Sidebar
2).17 But available data on visa overstay travel
fraud does not suggest that the problem is great
enough to necessitate a massive and resourceintensive solution such as biometric exit.
The 9/11 Commission first recommended
the adoption of a “biometrics-based entryexit system” at the nation’s borders in 2004.18
Congress heeded the commission’s call and, soon
after, ordered DHS to “include a requirement
for the collection of biometric exit data” from
foreign nationals at the border.19 Both the 9/11
Commission and Congress were clear that
biometrics should be collected from foreign
nationals entering the country to help detect
criminals and terrorists before they set foot on
American soil.20 Neither, however, ever explained
why it was necessary to collect biometrics from
foreign nationals leaving the country.
DHS, for its part, has never studied whether
there is a problem that necessitates a change in
its approach to tracking travelers’ departures.
DHS claims that the aim of the program is to
detect visa overstay travel fraud and to improve
DHS’ data on the departure of foreign nationals

by “biometrically verifying” the exit records it
already creates for those leaving the country.21
Visa overstay travel fraud could—in theory—be
a problem worth solving. Foreign nationals who
wish to remain in the country undetected past
the expiration of their visas could be arranging
to have others leave the country in their place
using fraudulent credentials. But DHS has only
ever published limited and anecdotal evidence
of this. For example, one Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agent reportedly
stated that the brother of a foreign national had
traveled under his identity to generate a false exit
record.22
Because the rationale for a biometric exit
program is unclear, DHS has repeatedly
expressed fundamental reservations about
biometric exit. In 2012, DHS’ Science and
Technology (S&T) Directorate conducted an
internal analysis of past failed fingerprint-based
programs and came away skeptical of the very
idea of biometric tracking at the border. S&T
concluded that “significant questions remained”
concerning “the additional value biometric air
exit would provide” compared with the status
quo and the “overall value and cost of a biometric
air exit capability.”23 Four years later, in January
2016, DHS told the Government Accountability
Office that it was still developing a report—and
could not estimate when it would be completed—
answering these two basic, fundamental
questions.24 As of publication of this paper, DHS
had yet to release any such report.
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SIDEBAR 2:
WHAT IS VISA OVERSTAY TRAVEL FRAUD?

“Visa overstay travel fraud” refers to a situation in which a foreign national wishes to remain
in the United States undetected past the expiration of his visa and, to do so, arranges to have
a conspirator leave the country in his place using the visa holder’s credentials. This creates an
“exit record” in the visa holder’s name, fraudulently leading the government to believe that the
visa holder has left the country, when in fact he has remained past the expiration of the visa,
or “overstayed.”
For example, if John Doe were about to overstay his visa, he could ask a conspirator, John Roe,
to leave the country using his passport. If successful, DHS’ departure tracking system would
believe Doe had left the country when, in reality, only Roe had left.
DHS describes an exit record generated after a face scan as a “biometrically verified exit
record.” A fraudulent biometrically verified exit record would be an exit record where an
impostor’s face was scanned and erroneously accepted at the boarding gate.
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DHS’ uncertainty about biometric exit extends
to the current face scan-based program. At
a DHS Data Privacy and Integrity Advisory
Committee meeting in September 2017, a
committee member asked how DHS’ face
scanning system would benefit the nation’s
immigration system. Instead of identifying
these benefits, a senior DHS official paused,
then responded tellingly: “It’s not the role of the
administrative agency to question what laws are
passed. It’s our job to implement laws that are
duly passed by Congress.”25
B. DHS’ AIRPORT FACE SCAN
PROGRAM MAY VIOLATE
FEDERAL LAW

DHS’ current face scan-based program also
may not comply with federal law. The program
may exceed the authority granted to DHS
by Congress because Congress has never
explicitly authorized biometric collections
from Americans at the border.26 Even if DHS
has sufficient legal authority for the program,
DHS has failed to complete a prerequisite
public rulemaking process for the program, as
mandated by federal law.

If Congress wanted to tell
DHS to collect Americans’
biometrics at the border, it
easily could have done so. It
never has.
Congress has passed legislation at least nine
times concerning authorization for the collection
of biometric data from foreign nationals, but
no law directly authorizes DHS to collect the
biometrics of Americans at the border.27 Congress

has authorized the collection of biometrics at
the border from, variously, “every alien departing
the United States,”28 “all categories of individual
who are required to provide biometric entry
data,”29 and “every alien participating in the
visa waiver program,”30 but U.S. citizens have
been conspicuously absent from the statutory
text of every law under this program for the last
14 years.31 If Congress wanted to tell DHS to
collect Americans’ biometrics at the border, it
easily could have done so. It never has. Without
explicit authorization, DHS cannot and should
not be scanning the faces of Americans as they
depart on international flights, as it is currently
doing.
Even if it had the necessary authorization from
Congress, DHS’ biometric exit program would
still be legally problematic because DHS has
failed to complete a rulemaking process, which
the federal Administrative Procedure Act (APA)
requires it to do.32 In a “notice-and-comment
rulemaking,” an agency solicits and considers
feedback from interested members of the public
before adopting an important new policy.
Rulemaking provides the public an opportunity
to participate in agency policymaking, but it
also serves to put the public on notice of what
an agency is doing and why, and what rules
apply to an agency’s new policy. In July, the
Trump administration ordered DHS to initiate a
rulemaking for the program by October 2017.33
But DHS has not even begun the required
process, even though DHS has already scanned
the faces of tens of thousands of travelers across
nine American airports—more than 36,000 in
Atlanta alone.34
This is not the first time DHS has deployed a
new privacy-invasive tool without conducting
a required rulemaking process. In fact, a few
years ago, under similar circumstances, a federal
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appeals court held that DHS was required
to go through the rulemaking process before
using body scanners at Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) checkpoints.35
DHS must conduct a rulemaking because
mandatory biometric screening, like the body
scanners program, constitutes a policy with the
force of law. As the court found in the body
scanners case a few years ago, even though
requiring a passenger to pass through an existing
checkpoint “is hardly novel,” the adoption of
a new screening technology at the existing
checkpoint may nevertheless amount to a
substantive change necessitating a rulemaking
when it raises substantial privacy interests.36
As with body scanners, privacy advocates
have expressed deep concerns about airport
biometrics,37 and DHS itself has repeatedly
raised privacy interests as relevant to its face
scanning systems.38 DHS is apparently aware
of its obligation to conduct a rulemaking on
biometric exit; several years ago, it initiated a
rulemaking for a now-defunct fingerprint-based
biometric exit program.39
The fact that DHS’ airport face scanning
program is only in operation at nine airports
so far does not relieve DHS of its obligation
to conduct a rulemaking process. As the court
found in the body scanners case, rulemaking
requirements apply at the point in time when
an agency’s pronouncement is “of present
binding effect.”40 In that case, even though body
scanners were only in use in some airports, the
court found that the scanners were nevertheless
“binding” on passengers, because any individual
passenger would still be “bound to comply with
whatever screening procedure the TSA is using
on the date he is to fly at the airport from which
his flight departs.”41 Face scans at specific exit
gates are similarly binding on the travelers who

pass through those gates. Face scans are strictly
mandatory for foreign nationals, and although
DHS has said that face scans may be optional
for some American citizens, it is unclear whether
this is made known to American travelers.42 A
rulemaking is therefore overdue.
C. DHS’ AIRPORT FACE SCAN
PROGRAM MAY BE TECHNICALLY
FLAWED

DHS’ face scan-based biometric exit program
may also fail as a technical matter: DHS has
never measured the efficacy of airport face scans
at catching impostors traveling with fraudulent
credentials.43 There is good reason to be skeptical
of the system’s efficacy. Due to the challenges
inherent to face recognition, it would be difficult
for DHS to develop a system that is effective
at catching every impostor without severely
inconveniencing all other travelers.

DHS appears to have no
idea whether its system will
be effective at achieving its
primary technical objective.
Problematically, DHS uses the wrong metric
to evaluate the system’s success. DHS currently
measures performance based on how often
the system correctly accepts travelers who are
using true credentials.44 But if the aim of this
system is to detect and stop visa overstay travel
fraud—as DHS suggests—it is critical and
perhaps more important to assess how well it
performs at correctly rejecting travelers who are
using fraudulent credentials. Yet DHS is not
measuring that.45
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SIDEBAR 3:
U N D E R S T A N D I N G F A C E R E C O G N I T I O N M I S T A K E S 47

Face recognition technology is not perfect.47 If it were, it would always correctly accept—and
clear for boarding—each traveler using her own valid credentials (a “True Accept”) and
would always correctly reject any traveler using fraudulent credentials, e.g., someone else’s
identification documents (a “True Reject”).
In reality, face recognition systems make mistakes on both of those fronts. In the case of a
“False Reject,” a system fails to match an airport photo of a traveler’s face to the photo on the
traveler’s own valid identification documents. A system may mistakenly reject a traveler flying
under his own identity, for example, because his photo on file was taken four years prior and
he has changed appearance since then.
In contrast, in the case of a “False Accept,” the system mistakenly matches an airport photo of
a traveler’s face to someone else’s photo. For example, a face scanning system may mistakenly
accept an impostor fraudulently presenting someone else’s travel credentials as her own.
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As an analogy, consider a bouncer hired to check
IDs at a bar. The bar’s owner may be annoyed at
a bouncer who accidentally turns away customers
using their real IDs. But the owner will almost
certainly fire a bouncer who consistently allows
entry to underage patrons using fake IDs. Like
a bar owner who has not even asked how well a
bouncer can identify fake IDs, DHS appears to
have no idea whether its system will be effective
at achieving its primary technical objective.

calibrated to reduce rejections of travelers using
valid credentials will increase acceptance rates
for impostors.46 For biometric exit, DHS may
therefore have to choose between a system
that catches impostors at a high rate but also
incorrectly rejects valid credentials at a high
rate—shunting innocent travelers into additional
screening and causing delays—and a system that
rejects valid credentials at a much lower rate but
also underperforms at catching impostors.

In fact, it may not be possible, given the current
state of face recognition technology, to succeed
on both of these fronts. There is an unavoidable
trade-off between these two metrics: A system

Figure 3: A face recognition device at a United Airlines gate at Houston's George Bush Intercontinental Airport.
(Photo: Associated Press, all rights reserved)
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DHS clearly is focusing on making its face
scan system minimally inconvenient for
travelers using valid credentials. DHS’ sole
accuracy requirement for the system is that 96
percent—or at least 24 out of 25—of travelers
flying under their own identity are correctly
accepted by the system and allowed to proceed
to boarding.48 But due to the trade-off explained
above, emphasizing the success of the system at
verifying valid credentials—perhaps to minimize
unnecessary hassle and delays at already-busy
international airports—may increase the risk that
impostors go undetected.
Indeed, analysis of face recognition algorithms
indicates that some likely comparable systems
would not perform well at screening the type
of impostor the system is likely to encounter:
someone who fraudulently uses the boarding
documents of a different person of the same
age, gender, and country of origin or ethnicity.
According to research conducted by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
face recognition systems, like humans, have a
harder time distinguishing among people who
look alike.49 The algorithms tested by NIST are
more likely to falsely match individuals who
are similar in appearance, a fact that NIST
notes “present[s] a security vulnerability to, for
example, a passport gate."50
DHS has also acknowledged that it is unable to
determine whether its airport face scans’ accuracy
varies depending on travelers’ demographic
characteristics—even though the latest research
suggests that DHS’ system may perform
differently based on travelers’ race and gender
(see Sidebar 4). DHS indicated that it has
been testing whether its face scanning system
exhibits bias.51 DHS even tasked the DHS Data
Privacy and Integrity Advisory Committee
with investigating solutions for such problems.52

But DHS has conceded that its internal testing
remains inconclusive because of the limited
sample size.53 As a consequence, DHS may well
be deploying a system that will exhibit race- or
sex-biased decisions.

Innocent people may be pulled
from the line at the boarding
gate and subjected to manual
fingerprinting at higher rates
as a result of their complexion
or gender.
Differential error rates could mean that
innocent people will be pulled from the line
at the boarding gate and subjected to manual
fingerprinting at higher rates as a result of their
complexion or gender. But because DHS has
subsumed its evaluative process into a neutralseeming computer algorithm, this bias may go
undetected.
D. DHS’ AIRPORT FACE SCAN
PROGRAM RAISES BROADER
CONCERNS ABOUT THE
EXPANSION OF GOVERNMENT
SURVEILLANCE

Following the January 2017 “Muslim Ban”
executive order that would have banned people
from seven Muslim-majority countries from
entering the U.S., demonstrators spontaneously
gathered at airports across the country to protest
the policy.59 What if the same technology
currently used at departure gates were also used
to identify protesters? What if it didn’t just
verify individuals’ identities but also compared
their faces to those of suspected criminals or
terrorists?
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SIDEBAR 4:
FACE RECOGNITION AND BIAS

Since February 2017, NIST has tested more than 35 different face recognition algorithms
designed to verify identities.54 Many of the algorithms tested exhibited different error rates
depending on the race and gender of the person being scanned.
Most face scanning algorithms function by first calculating the approximate similarity of
two images presented for comparison, then accepting the presented images if the similarity
calculation is greater than a predetermined match threshold, and rejecting the presented
images if the calculation falls below the threshold.55 According to NIST’s research, of the
algorithms tested that use this method, most have been found more likely to mistakenly
reject men, especially white men. At the same time, the tested algorithms were more likely to
mistakenly accept women, especially black women.56
These results differ from earlier research suggesting that certain face recognition systems may
more often fail to identify African-Americans and women,57 but the two bodies of research
share a common, and concerning, conclusion: Face recognition may perform differently as a
result of variations in race or gender.58 This is a possibility that DHS must test and address.
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DHS’ airport face scans raise important
questions about the expansion of government
tracking tools in public spaces. As currently
envisioned, biometric exit is limited to certain
areas of specific airports, but the program may
be expanded to additional privacy-invasive
applications and may be made interoperable
with other law enforcement agencies’ systems
at the state, local, or federal level. The effects
of these policies on free speech and association
could be significant.
DHS intends to subject every single traveler
who departs for an international destination—
American and foreign national alike—to
biometric exit. As the Privacy Impact
Assessment for the program pointedly states,
when traveling internationally, “the only way for
an individual to ensure he or she is not subject
to collection of biometric information . . . is to
refrain from traveling.”60 American citizens make
almost 50 million international journeys by air
each year.61 With the added millions of trips
taken by foreign nationals departing from the
U.S. each year, the total number of face scans
annually will be even larger than that.62
Right now, scans generally take place at
international departure gates and are conducted
as travelers board the plane, arguably with the
awareness of the scanned individual. But DHS
is already exploring expansions to other areas of
the airport. At New York’s JFK Airport, travelers
headed for international flights recently were
asked to submit to a face scan by CBP personnel
at a TSA checkpoint—not at their departure
gate.63 According to a DHS press release, “CBP
is assessing the use of biometric technology as
part of a future end-to-end process, from checkin to departure, in which travelers use biometrics
instead of their boarding pass or ID throughout
the security and boarding process.”64

As DHS invests hundreds of millions of dollars
into expanding its face scanning capability,
airport face scans could even be extended to
include passive scans throughout American
airports—including of domestic travelers in
domestic airports. One proposal in Congress—
the TSA Modernization Act—would authorize
TSA to use biometrics to identify and track
travelers at any area “where such deployment
would enhance security and facilitate passenger
movement.”65 That could mean real-time face
recognition surveillance cameras at “checkpoints,
screening lanes, bag drop and boarding areas.”66

The broader reaching and
more constant face scans
become, the more they will
threaten to chill free speech
and thwart free association in
airports.
The technology could also be adapted for
purposes unrelated to air travel, including
general law enforcement and counterterrorism
initiatives. For example, one high-profile bill
in Congress, the Border Security for America
Act, would require DHS to begin using airport
face scans to find matches against the FBI’s
Terrorist Screening Database.67 That expansion
would incentivize DHS to make its system
linkable to and interoperable with other FBI
or state criminal law enforcement databases.
Because face recognition technology makes
mistakes, counterterrorism and law enforcement
face scans could result in the investigation of
innocent people for crimes they didn’t commit.
These errors may also vary on the basis of those
individuals’ race or gender.
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Figure 4: Crowds gather at San Francisco International Airport to protest the "Muslim Ban" in January 2017. (Photo: Peg Hunter, CC BY-NC 2.0)

The broader reaching and more constant face
scans become, the more they will threaten to
chill free speech and thwart free association
in airports. The perception of being under
surveillance encourages people to censor what
they say, especially when they hold minority
or dissenting viewpoints.68 Because airports
are increasingly prominent sites of political
speech, any ramp-up of biometric surveillance
in these spaces—especially without data use
restrictions—could severely impact free speech
and association.69

E. DHS’ AIRPORT FACE SCAN
PROGRAM ALSO INCREASES
PRIVATE ENTITIES’ ACCESS TO
SENSITIVE TRAVELER DATA

So far, this paper has focused on concerns
arising from the government’s operation of its
biometric exit program. But this program also
makes travelers vulnerable to increased and
unconstrained tracking by private companies.
That’s because DHS relies heavily on airlines
and technology vendors for central components
of the airport face scan program, from provision
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of software and hardware, to collection and
transmission of data, to processing of passenger
photos, and more. By relying on private entities,
DHS facilitates the sharing of sensitive traveler
information with outside companies that have
their own business interests.70 Yet, despite the
risk that airlines will use biometric exit data and
technology for their own tracking purposes,71
DHS has not published any guidelines for or
agreements with its private partners.72
At every step of the biometric exit process,
private entities are heavily involved. For example,
DHS is collaborating with JetBlue and air travel
IT and communications vendor SITA to build
and operate biometric exit for select JetBlue's
flights.73 Delta has been working with vendors
Vision-Box and NEC.74

There are few protections to
ensure that biometric exit data
and technology will not be
abused.
Some airlines may well begin to explore ways to
further monetize the technology they develop,
for example by enhancing targeted advertising
capabilities in airports. Indeed, at a recent
event in Menlo Park, California, an investment
associate from JetBlue Technology Ventures
indicated that the company’s airline is interested
in developing or using face scanning or other
biometric technology to “hypertarget” customers
for advertising purposes.75

Some, if not all, of what airlines and technology
partners may do with any data or technology
to which they gain access through participation
in biometric exit may be constrained by
agreements with DHS. For example, DHS has
disclosed that it has reached a Memorandum of
Understanding with JetBlue that encompasses
JetBlue’s handling of biometric exit data.76
But as of publication of this paper, neither
that Memorandum of Understanding nor any
other agreement governing private entities’ use
of biometric exit data has been made public.
Without greater transparency regarding such
private agreements and without substantive
rules governing the role of private entities
in the biometric exit process, there are few
protections to ensure that biometric exit data
and technology will not be abused.

Not Ready for Takeoff
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS

•

Recommendation 1: DHS should justify
the face scan-based biometric exit program
by identifying the problem it is attempting
to solve, quantifying the scope of that
problem, and explaining why this program
is needed to solve it.

As it currently stands, the biometric exit
program is unjustified. If the program is indeed
designed to address visa overstay travel fraud,
then DHS should study how often this type
of fraud likely occurs, publish the results, and
demonstrate that it is a problem worth solving.
This could be done using data already available
to the agency. For example, DHS could review
historical data concerning the incidence of visa
overstays entering U.S. law enforcement or DHS
custody despite the existence of a biographic exit
record in DHS’ existing repository containing
data about the arrival and departure of travelers,
the Arrival and Departure Information System
(ADIS).77 Such a study would lend muchneeded insight into whether visa overstay
travel fraud is common and thus into whether
a billion-dollar solution to the problem is
warranted.
•

Recommendation 2: DHS should suspend
airport face scans pending completion of a
federally required rulemaking proceeding.

DHS should suspend all airport face scans at
departure gates until it comes into compliance
with federal administrative law. As detailed
above, the law requires DHS to solicit and
consider comments from the public before
adopting big-impact new programs like

mandatory biometric scans. DHS must issue
a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, respond to
public comments, and issue a Final Rule putting
the public on notice about airport face scans and
the rules that apply to them.
•

Recommendation 3: DHS should stop
scanning the faces of American citizens as
they leave the country.

DHS should exclude Americans from any
biometric exit program. Congress has never
explicitly authorized DHS to routinely scan the
faces of U.S. citizens at airports. Unless and until
it receives a congressional mandate to resume
airport face scans of Americans, DHS should
work to preserve and improve upon manual
passport-face comparisons conducted at the
TSA security checkpoint by TSA agents and at
the boarding gate by gate agents.
•

Recommendation 4: DHS should
demonstrate that its technology is
sufficiently advanced to stop impostors
without inconveniencing everyone else.

DHS should study how well its face recognition
technology works and publish the results. DHS
should engage in an ongoing evaluation of
both the effectiveness of its system at detecting
impostors under operational conditions and the
rate at which its system falsely rejects individuals
who are presenting their own valid credentials.
DHS should also evaluate its system’s
performance on a diverse population. Any result
that indicates that the algorithm performs
differently based on travelers’ race or gender
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would be unacceptable and must be corrected
prior to deployment.
•

Recommendation 5: DHS should adopt a
public policy that ensures data collected by
any airport face scan program will not be
used for other purposes.

To protect traveler privacy, DHS should
adopt public policies strictly limiting the use
of data collected by face scanning systems to
the purpose for which it is to be collected—to
verify foreign national travelers’ identities as
they depart from the United States. The use
restrictions applicable to data collected by any
airport face scan program should include an
explicit prohibition on sharing collected data
with state, local, or federal law enforcement
without a warrant or lawfully issued court order.
•

Recommendation 6: Airlines should
condition partnerships with DHS on
fairness and privacy guarantees.

In service to their customers, airlines should
not partner with DHS in the future to conduct

biometric screening of travelers without first
obtaining enforceable privacy, error rate, and
guarantees against bias. The airlines should
also demand that DHS adopt a policy that, as
detailed above, limits the use of data collected
by any airport face scanning program to the
purpose for which it is collected. The airlines
should ensure that all policies applicable to
airport face scans are made publicly available and
easily accessible to travelers. And airlines should
require that any updates or revisions to these
policies be accompanied by a public notification
of the alteration. These requirements should be
paired with commitments from DHS to study
and remedy system bias and to enhance system
accuracy rates.
It may fall to airline shareholders to inform the
corporate boards of the risks of unmitigated
airport biometric technologies. To that end,
shareholders may wish to recommend via
shareholder resolutions that the corporate boards
adopt a policy prohibiting voluntary participation
in Homeland Security biometric projects.

IV. CONCLUSION

The face scan-based biometric exit program that
DHS is beginning to deploy at international
airports across the country is extremely
resource-intensive. But despite its $1 billion
price tag, the program is riddled with problems.
It is unjustified. It is legally infirm. It may be
technically flawed. And it may implicate serious
privacy concerns.

For all of the above reasons, Americans should
consider whether perhaps it would be wiser to
abandon DHS’ face scan-based biometric exit
program, which is costly but offers no tangible
benefits and many concerns. If DHS persists
with the program, significant reforms are vitally
necessary.
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VIII. COPYRIGHT

The text of this report is made available under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
This means you are free to:
•

Share–copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format.

•

Adapt–remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially.

Under the following terms:
•

Attribution–You must give the authors of this report appropriate credit, provide a link to the
license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any
way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

•

No additional restrictions–You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally
restrict others from doing anything the license permits.

For more information about this Creative Commons license, please visit creativecommons.org.
This report contains images that belong to other authors and that have been licensed for inclusion.
All rights are reserved in any image found in this report, unless otherwise noted.

